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Over the last five years there has been an explosion of interest in Perl. This is largely because of the huge boost that Perl received when it was adopted as the de facto language for creating content on the World Wide Web. Perl’s powerful text manipulation facilities made it an obvious choice for writing Common Gateway Interface (CGI) scripts. In the wake of the web’s popularity, Perl has become one of the hottest programming languages currently in use.

Unfortunately, a side effect of this association with CGI programming has been the popular misconception that this is Perl’s sole function. Some people even believe that Perl was designed for use in CGI programming. This is clearly wrong as Perl was, in fact, written long before the design of the CGI protocol.

This book, then, is not about writing CGI scripts, but about another of the computing tasks for which Perl is particularly well suited—data munging.

Data munging encompasses all of those boring, everyday tasks to which most programmers devote a good deal of their time—the tasks of converting data from one format into another. This comes close to being a definitive statement of what programming is: taking input data, processing (or “munging”) it, and producing output data. This is what most programmers do most of the time.

Perl is particularly good at these kinds of tasks. It helps programmers write data conversion programs quickly. In fact, the same characteristics that make Perl ideal for CGI programming also make it ideal for data munging. (CGI programs are really data munging programs in flashy disguise.)

In keeping with the Perl community slogan, “There’s more than one way to do it,” this book examines a number of ways of dealing with various types of data. Hopefully, this book will provide some new “ways to do it” that will make your programming life more productive and more enjoyable.
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Just Enough Project Management: The Indispensable Four-Step Process for Managing Any Project Better, Faster, CheaperMcGraw-Hill, 2004
The project-driven approach has proven its value, leading to spectacular results--projects delivered faster and at a more reasonable cost than ever before. Problem is, the project management process used for large projects is too cumbersome and bureaucratic for the projects most of us face, and is often more complex and costly than the problems it...
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IMS: A Development and Deployment PerspectiveJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
Providing an holistic approach to IMS technologies, IMS: A Development and Deployment Perspective explores service architecture for development and delivery of IMS services.  Approaching IMS from the perspective of the user and the service provider it examines both the current state of deployment and future trends. The book offers a...
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Pro WPF in C# 2010: Windows Presentation Foundation in .NET 4Apress, 2010

	Microsoft's Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF) provides the foundation for building applications and high-quality user experiences for the Windows operating system. It blends the application user interface, documents, and media content, while exploiting the full power of your computer's operating system.
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The Fast Forward MBA in FinanceJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
The Fast Forward MBA in Finance Second Edition–more necessary than ever!
Even Einstein might have had a hard time making sense of the numbers that come out of the typical accounting department. These critical financial figures of a business should be presented in rational, decision-friendly accounting reports to managers. Unfortunately,...
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Cloud Native Development Patterns and Best Practices: Practical architectural patterns for building modern, distributed cloud-native systemsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Learn to apply cloud-native patterns and practices to deliver responsive, resilient and message-driven systems with confidence

	
		Key Features

		
			Understand the architectural patterns involved in cloud-native architectures
	
			Minimize risk by evolving your monolithic applications...
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M Commerce: Technologies, Services, and Business ModelsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Presenting the first book ever to provide a complete introduction to m-Commerce!
    
    Mobile Commerce, or m-Commerce, is part of an explosion of new usage scenarios that overcome the limitations of mobile devices in support of highly personalized and time-critical activities for consumers and enterprises alike. With tens of millions...
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